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This work is an extension of the investigation
by Cain into the practicability of applying the
principles of moment distribution to the solution of
arched bents. Cain developed curves for fixed end
mement, carry-over-factor, and thrust in arches of
25* span for various rise/span ratios.
We have determined that a direct linear relation-
ship exists between these factors for any span length
and have provided curves for a parabolic arch based
on a 1' span from which the values for any span can
be readily computed.
"tXAIN, M* G., Application of Moment Distribution t"




A method of applying the principles of mement
distribution to parabolic arched bents is presented
here-in.
The primary object has been to plot influence lines
for the fixed-end moments, the horizontal reactions,
and the vertical reactions at the ends of fixed-arches
of any span length and rise/span ratio. These curves
were computed by the conjugate structure method of
analysis developed by Joseph S. Kinney, D.C.S.; Associate
Professor of Structural Engineering, Rensselaer
Polytechnic Institute, Troy, N,Y.
The authors claim no originality in regard to
the concept of applying moment distribution to al'ches
since it was recognized by Hardy Cross when he first
presented his method, and is the basis of a similar
work presented by Cain for one span length only.
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Carr^^-Over Pactor, -, * /Ihe ."e].^': ton ship betweenthe moment
a"c the fixed, i^nd of a member and the
momerit ap plied ai: the opposite end "which
is hingf.-d- Fiansrically, it is equal to
thi- induce.! a.Ojr..e:it at the fixed end when
a ur.it j ichls'Iv i3 >i,pplied at the hinged
erod ,-
Absolute otiffn^sr 9 1 : The .moaient required to produce
unit rotation of the .lingcd end of a
moiubc^%, 'Vhose i-ix enl is fi^:cd.
j'ixed End Moment ».«« ^ Tho rxi-.c;r:t iy.':ich Y^ouid exist at
the ends of a mcnl'c?- if its cr.ds were
rigidly fixed against rotation^
Distribution Pactor. • The ratio of tLe stiffness of
one of the members .^. t a joint to the
sum of the stiffnesses of all the mcmbors
at the joint*.
^//or<'^» Tota?. horizontal deflection cf a point
^y • . • * » Total ¥crtica,l deflection cf a point
^ "^cta,! angular rotation of a poi.it
ouH,»..» Vertical deflection of a p. iat due to
the applicL.tion o" ^:. unit lior. ^o^iv.al
force at the poin\
r
« 'X • r »
Vertical deflection of a point due to the
appl i c a t : 11 o f a un i t v(. r t .' c a, 1 force.
Vertical deflection of a point duo to
the a'OTjlicatio.i of a unit moment.
c'/Zyy » . f « . Horizontal deflection of a point due to
the application of a unit horizontal
force,
o^u'..... Horizontcal deflection of a point due to
the application of a unit vertical force.
c^^ . . • . • Horizontal deflection of a point due to
the apx^lication of a unit moment.
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cf^/, ••••• Angu3.ar notation of the tiGLibor at e* point
diao to thL cpx^lication of a unit horizontal
forco at the points
^^ .,,»«> Arjgu?-ar rotation :j1' ohe nenher at a point
due to thtw application of a unit vertical
force a^i the point,
^ ,--:«• i^gular rotation of the meral-er at a point
due to the application of a unit nonent at
the x)cint,.
a <,\
S •••.». Sffeut.iTe ^.v^^n of bi.?ie arch in feet.
L •••»•• Total arc 3 engtr. of xhe arch in feet,
ds ••••• Arc length of a seg:...cnt of the arch in feet,
y .*••• Distance fron the crov.'n of the arch to the
neutral point in feet,^
X •»••• Horizontal distance from a referencs point,
usur?,lly the left enc cf the arch, to the
center of the arch scgnent in fcet/>
X- «.».»• The horizontal distance fron the neutral
point to the point on the arch vjher-i the M/EI
loading on an arch segnont .12 aBEuried to be
concoritrated, ueasured m feGtc>
y •»••-> The vertical dista.nce f r >n a mxerenca point,,
usually the left springing, to tro center
of the arch segnent ii? feet;
y* .•o.« The vurticrj d' ctriu-^c fr':^Li tn:- neutral point
to the point o:; tbo ^rch V;he.LU the l/EI
loading on an arch segnont i^ assuned to be
c oncentr;^t cdy ne.anured in feet.





The carry over factor is considered positive when the
applied moment at the hinged end produces tension in the top
of the member and the induced moment at the fixed end produces
tension in the bottom of the member.
In the tabulated results for the fixed end moments, a
positive moment is that moment which causes tension in the
top fibers of the member.
In using the moment distribution method of solution, a
positive moment is that internal moment which tends to rotate




As pointed out by Hardy Cross in the original
presentation of his method of solving indeterminate
rigid frames by "moment distribution", "It makes no
difference whether the members are of constant or of
varying cross-section, curved or straight, provided the
constants: (a) stiffness at each end, (b) fixed-end
moments at each end, and (c) carry-over factor at each
end, are kno-wn or can be determined."
Since many structures have been constructed with
curved top members on rigid frames, and since the usual
method of solution for the stresses in such members is
long and tedious, it appears that any information that
will permit the engineer to apply the simple method of
moment distribution to their solution will be of consider-
able value. We feel that there is much work to be
done along this line and we have simply gone one step
further than Cain in providing data which permits
application of the method to spans of any length and
for many rise/span ratios. Future investigation to
determine these constants for any practical rise/span
ratio and for members of varying cross-section is desirable
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In our work ;7e have dealt with a parabolic arch
of const/=^:rt; ^oiuenb of inertia, and rise/span values
of 0^C4. 0,08 J 0.20.. 0.30, 0.40. Solutions \yere
obtained, for 20 eiio. 30 foot spa.r.s, nna :lu v;ao r'.etormined
that all the required constant? varied in some direct
rel'^.tj.o.iir-^hlp -frith the span of the arch» Con.saquent3.y,
all tabulated resaits and curve? are based upon a unit
span of 1--0-'.
The values obtained Were found by the use of ''The
Conjugate Structure Method " of analysis developed by
Joseph Starling Kinney, D, €• E.; i^ssociate p-.-'ofessor
of Structural Engineering, Heasselaer PolyteoinJc
Institute, Troy, N. Y. Its nethod of application is
described below.
"The conjugate structure, for a givf?ri real structure,
is identical, in the lengths of its meinbors and tneir
relative position, to the real structure. It Is cocisldered
to be positioned, hov.ever, so that it is located in a
horizontn.l plane ^ith the loads of 'j-he M/EI diagrams
acting in a vertical diT^ectio.;;.-^
The end of tho conjugate striicturej vvhich corresponds
to the end of the I'oal structure which is permitted to
deflect, if such an end exists, is always considered to
be fixed in the conjugate structure.
The moment at any point on the conjugate structure
^such moment being that caused by the M/EI diagram
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loading) is the deflection of the corresponding point
cm the real structure in a direction perpendicular to
the lever arns causing the moment in the conjugate
structure.
The shear at any section of the conjugate staructure
is the rotation of the corresponding section of the real
structure.
Sign Convention (for the conjugate structure)
Any moment in the real fram^ which causes compression
of the inside surface thereof is considered to result in an
M/EI diagram acting dovm on the conjugate structure.
If the moment at any section of the conjugate structure
results in tension on the top fiber, the vertical deflection
at the corresponding section of the real structure is down
and the horizontal deflection is such as to shorten
the horizontal projection of the distance between given
points on the real structure.
If a section be passed through any point on the
conjugate structure and if the portion of the conjugate
structure thereby cut free tends to move down, then
the angular rotation of the corresponding point on the
1
real structure is counterclockwise."
1. Course Notes of Professor J. S. Kinney^ 9/25A7
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FIXSD mV MQIASNT AND. THRUST DSTER3VIINATIQN;
In the determinatio 1 of the fixed end moments
j
we decided to use a combination of the Neutral Point
Method and the Conjugate Structure Method, thereby
eliminating the neod of solving simultaneous equations*
The arch is cut at the left react ion j canti-
levering out from the right ond^ and a weightless
bracket of infinite cross-sec fcion rigidly connects
the cut end with the neutral point
o
The arch is divided into ten equal horizontal
projections, and the length of each arc segment
determined as shown in appendis "A". It v;ill be
nctod that two methods were used in the calculation
cf these arc lengths. Method "A" was used for the
flat arches up tc and including 0,20, an^. ccasists
of using the first few terms of the infinite series
?;hich expresses the arc length of a prarabola., The
expressions used and a sample of the calc-jlations appear
in apcendix '-'A"* Method B vi^as used for the higher
valu.en of rise/span since it was found that too many
terms of the infinite series wore required to
accurately determine the arc lengths* Method "B"
uses the exact logarithmic expression for arc length
and sample calculations are to be found in Appendix "B*'«
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The neutral point ^ the centroid of the
conjugate structure, -vao computed by taking moments
of the elastic areas about an axis through the crown
as indicated in appendix '•C"* In the tables for
computation of the locntr.cn of the centroids it will
2
be noted that the values of M were determined and
recorded as I„,^ and I -, .Cn normal calculations a
yy X.X
designer would neglect the effects of the I and
the rotation of the axis for each segment which
would be required for an accurate computation of
the Moment of Inertia values. In checking our
r-.onjugate structure solution by the analagous column
'riothod, we found it was necessary to include the effect
of the I and the rotation of the axes in determining
eg
the moments of inertia in order to make the tv;o
methods agrraeo For slide rule accuraj"^ it .Is
sufficiently accurate to use the Ad" value -as tne
moment of Inertia, but iij bli3 calculator accuracy
as contained herein, the error was very appreciable*
The next step in our >ialculations was to
determine the deflections of the neutral point
due to the application at the neutral point of
unit horizontal and vertical loads, and a unit
moment. These were recorded as d , X rf~ A , in which
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<^/ was the nonent about the^'-^' axis v\/hen the
conjugate structure was ].oaded with the M/EI diagram
for a unit vertical 10e?d at the neutral point j o^/^
was the nonent about the
'X'""X' axis, when the
conjugate structure was loaded with the M/EI
diagram for a unit horizontal load at the neutral
point 5 and o^a^ was the shQ^-}.:^ at the neutral point
when the conjugate structure v:as loaded with the M/EI
diagran for a unit nonent applied at the neutral
point* Since the value of M/EI is a constant across
the arch when a unit nonent is applied at the neutral
point, c^^ was equal to the total arc length.
3y definition of the neutral point, a horizontal
force at the neutral point causes only horizontal
deflection of the neutral point, a unit nonent causes
only rotatio;.?.. and a unit vertical force causes rmly
vertical deflectionc All deflections b^i-^g i^i the
sane direction as the applied unit force or moment.
See Figure 1,
Next, unit vertical loads were placed at each of
the 1/10 points across the span, and the deflections
of the neutral point determined by means of the
conjugate structure. These deflections were recorded
as ^v^ /I ^ e
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It should be pointed out at this time that in
the solution of our problems, we divided the M/EI
diagram loading on a given arc segment into a triangle
and a rectangle, and considered the total weight of
the rectangle to be concentrated at the middle of
the horizontal projection and located on the arc
itself. The total weight of the triangle was
considered to be concentrated at the 1/3 point of
the horizontal projection from the base of the
triangle 3 and located on the arc itself at that
horizontal projection. See figure 2*
From the theories of the neutral point method,



























FIGURE 1 Parabolic Arph
Redxiiidant reactions ajiplied at neutral j»olnt and vertical





















M/KI diagram loading on the
arc.
W, -elastic wt« of rect*




The Shear, thrust, and moment at any point on
the real structure can readily be determined by drawing
a free body diagram of the arch with the right end
rigidly fixed and the loft end attached to the neutral
point by means of the weightless bracket, applying the
loads on the structure and the reactions at the neutral
point. Applying the rcrcticns at the neutral point in
the directions shown in Fir.ure 1, and using the sign
convention thereof^
7vith a positive moment indicating compression on the
inside of the arch»
Sample calculations for the determination of the
fixed end moments, vertical .shear, and horizontal reactions
for various locations of unit loads or. i he arch are shovm
in Appendix "D-- ., Tabulated .-results fo.' the various
rise/span ratios, with all values expressodin terms of
the span length in feet, are shown on Page 52.
The influence linos for the fixed end moments, the
horizontal thrusts and the vertical shears at the
springing for the various rise/span ratios are shown in
Figures 3 thruugh 10 inclusive, pages 20-24,
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DSTERMINATIOK OF CARHY'^OVI^R FACTOR
Wh«n ftn arch •f constant aojnent of inertia is cut
at tiie left s»rincins, an4 reiundant forces apiilie*
as snoiin in tne figure below ^ deflection of the left
springing will be as follows:






3ftulti»lylng both sides of ^aquations 1, 2, &3 \if EI
results in:
Frott the theories af virtual work end ilax wells Lai^' of
reci]irocal deflections:





Since the carry-over factor is numerically equal
to the moment induced at the fixed end of a member when
a unit moment produces rotation at the hinged end, there
will be no vertical or horizontal deflections
•
Consequently equations (4) and (5) are equal to zero*
Solving equations (4) & (5) simultaneously will
give us the forces induced at the hinged end when a
unit moment is applied. The carryover factor will be
found by setting up the free body diagram indicated in
the sketch below, and solving for the induced moment
at tho fixed endo
M/^ i y^- Mjs
IVhen the indv.ced nomen~ at the fixed end is such
that it causes tension on the same side of the member at
the fixed end as the applied moment causes on the hinged
end, the carry-over factor is considered negative.
It is evident that the application of a moment at
the hinged end will introduce a horizontal thrust. This
thrust must be taken into account in the solving of an
arched bent by moment distribution since every time a
< ; 1;
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joint is rotated and the nonents balanced out at the
joint, a moment will be applied to the arch. Such
applied moment will change the horizontal restraining
force at the ends of the arch.
Sample calculations for the determination of the
carry-over factor and horizontal restraining forces will
be found on page 3 of Appendix "E" • The carry over
factors and horizontal restraining forces are tabulated
in Appendix "E", in terns of the length of span, and
rise/span ratios*
ABSOLUTE STIFFNESS
The absolute stiffness is defined as the moment
required to produce unit rotation of the hinged end of a
member, whose far end is rigidly fixed. Thus, there will
be no horizontal or vertical deflection at the hinged
end, and equations (4) & (5) -.ro again equal to zuro.
Solving these equations simultaneously will give us
the forces induced at the hinged end in terms of the
applied moment. Sub:,tituting these values in equation (6)
will give us EI9 expressed in terms of the applied
moment. Setting Q s 1 for unit rotation, and solving
for M^, we will get the absolute stiffness of the arch*
After solving several span lengths with the same rise/span
ratio, it was determined that the absolute stiffness
varied inversely as the span. Consequently the tabulated
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values of the absolute stiffness for each rise/span
ratio are in terns of EI/S. Sample calculations for the
determination of the absolute stiffness are shown on Page 3
of Appendix "E".
SPREAD
It has been shown in the calculations for the fixed
end Donents that every load placed on the arch causes a
horizontal thrust at the end. This thrust v^ill cause .
spread in the arched bent and nust be taken into
consideration when solving the arched bent by nonent
distribution.
If a spread of ^^ feet occurs while there is no
vertical deflection or rotation of the ;jioint, reactions
will be induced at the ends of the arch. These reactions
will be deternlned by setting equations (4) & (6) equal
to zero and solving equations (4), (5)3 & (6) simult-
aneously for H^, V^, and M^. in terms of EI •
After solving several spans for the sane rise/span ratio,
it was determined that V^^ was equal to zero in all cases
and that M^^^ varied inversely as the square of the span,
and H. varied inversely as the cube of the span.
Therefore the induced moment was tabulated in terns of .^-^"^-^
and the thrust in terms of ^"^ r>- for all values of Rise/Span,
Results are tabulated on page 57 and sample calculations




In this paper, we have presented curves and
tabulated data vjhich will permit an engineer to
solve any parabolic arched bent by moment
distribution regardless of loading, provided the
arched momber is of cons'tant moment of inertia and
has rise/span ratios between 0,04 and 0.40.
When similar curves and data are determined for
arched members with varying moment of inertia across
the arch, all parabolic arched bents may be solved
v\?ith great srvfn^ in time and energy by the method
of moment di3G.:ibution.
As a result of this investigation, it was found
that for a given rise/span ratio 5 the following
relationships are trues
1, The shear and thrust are constant for all spans.
2« The F.E.M. is directly proportional to the span,
i.e. P.E.M. for 20»snani, 20 x lEM for 1* span.
3. The carry over factor is constant for all spans.
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APPLICATION OF RESULTS TO THE SOnJTION OF AN










GIVEN: kci arched bent having: a span of 20 '-0" and a
parabolic rise of 4'-0" as shown in the above sketch. All
menbers have the sane nonent of Inertia, Deternine the
reactions at the supports and the nonents at B and C, caused
by the given loads on the bent.
From the curves on page 22 , the following values
for the fixed end arch conditions can be determinedj
^n = - (0*4-60) 20 r -9.20'k
l"^B r / CO. -^^4) 20 s /6.68
10
^ - 8.30 kips >-
H^ s 8.30 kips -<
with a positive moment indicating tension on the top of the
member. Since a positive moment as used in moment distribution
is that moment which tends to rotate the joint clockwise,
1/f s -9.20 ft. kips M^g s -6.68 ft. kips
The absolute stiffness of the arch, from page 57 , is equal




The absolute stiffness of the prismatic eoJLuzan
members is equal to 4 EI which equals 0.200EI and the
L
carry over factor is equal to / 0.500.
Assuming rotation of the joints only, solve for the









MEMB. AB BA BC CB CD DC










































. . ! .
t IZ^i
The chart shown differs from the usual moment
distribution chart in that a record is kept of the balancing
moments taken by the arch when the joint is permitted to
rotate. This balancing moment changes the horizontal
restraining force at the ends of the curved member by an
amount dependent on the properties of the arch in question.
! ; ' f
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For arched bents, tho required horizontal restraining
forces at the ends of the arch are nade up of the
folloi/7ing components s
(a) That force necessary to restrain the horizontal
thrust at the ends of the arch caused by apply-
ing a load on the arch or caused by spread
in the arch.
(b) That force necessary to restrain the horizontal
thrust at the ends of the arch caused by the
balancing nonents,
(c) That necessary to balance the shears in the
column members.
(d) That force necessary to prevent sidesway when
a horizontal load is applied to the bent.
A positive balancing moment (using the sign convention
of moment distribution) at the left springing causes equal
horizontal restraining forces at the two ends of the arch
acting in a direction away from each other. A positive
balancing moment at the right springing causes equal
horizontal restraining forces at the ends of the arch
acting in a direction toward each other.
For the bent under consideration, the horizontal
restraining forces at the ends of the arch caused by the
balancing moments is equal to 4 •2884 M/S which equals
0.21442 M. See page 57.
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The Artificial joint restraints (AJR) required to
prevent the original bent from deflecting due to sidesway
or spread are equal to the horizontal restraining forces
at the ends of the arch.
HRF caused by: HRF^ ^^ HRFj^
(a) Load on the arch /8.3O -8.3O
(b) Balancing Monent at B -1.61 /I.61
(0.21442)(7.51)
(c) Balancing Motient at C /1.31 -I.3I
(0.21442)(6.12)
(d) Shear in nenber AB /0,28
(I.89 /' ^^^7)
20
(e) Shear in luCLiber CD /0.24
20
(f) 2 Kip load at C ;^2.00
iiJE^ /8.28 AJRp -5.76
If we let X equal artificial joint restraint resistant
against spread and let y equal artificial joint restraint
resisting sidesway, we have: x / y « 8.28
-u^ ^-^^ ^- -. --ij









and the AJR required to resist sidesway equals 1.26 kips.
ss











For a spread of the arched bent as shown, the following




247.6 EI^^^/ s 247.6 EI (1000) « 30,95-<'
S-^ 8000 EI
H^ r 30.95
M^^=s /32.3O EI ^// s ^2.^ SI 1000 r /80.75
S^ 400 EIBC
.F
^CB = ^ fio-75
with a positive moment indicating tension in the top of
the arch. Hence for moment distribution sign convention:
* / 80.75 ft kips
^CB = -SO. 75 ft. kips.
The moments induced in the ends of the column members are
equal to 6 EI ^i.\/\?' nt 6(500) EI . 7,5 ft. ^ips
EI 400




















































Ths consistent Joint force (CJF) required at B awi C to
iLftlntain the assuiaed spread is equal to the horizontal restraining
forces at the eM?3 of the arch*
-h
HRF caused by:
(a) Spread in the arch
(b) Balancing moifeent at joint B
(c) Balancing moment at Joint C
(d) Shear in meicber ^





/ 8.50 - 3.50










Thus a consistant joint force of 16.21 kips at each
end of the arch acting away fron each other will produce
the given spread and since an artificial joint restraint of
7.02 kips was required to restrain the original structure
froD spreading, the actual spread will cause the nonents






Msp :: 0.432 U^^













The nonents induced in the ends of the colunn nenbers equals
6EI 6EI 1000 s 15 foot kips
ir 400 EI
li^ ± -15 foot kips
li%A r -15 foot kips





Solve for moments at the joints caused by the assumed
side sway.


















0.20 ;!Q2(9 ia3?e'! m
ft-"
'A3<?^3\0.200 I0.200
PEM -/5,00 -/S.OO i















The consistant Joint forces, C^F, required at B and C
to maintein the glv^n sidesway are equal to the horizontal
restraining forc^ss at C aM B and are equal to:
HRF caused bys HHFt ^ HRFR
A'(a) Balancing momsnt at joint B
(0«21442)(12.68) -2,76
(b) Balancing moment at joint G 4-7 ,l(>
(c) Sr.ear in member AB
ilixZ±l£Ld2l ~i-^l
20
















Thus a consistant Joint fo^e of 1,01 kips at each
end of the arch acting toward the left, will produce the
^iven sidesway, and since a^* artificial joint restraint
of 1.26 kips acting toward the right was required to keep
the original structure fron swaying, the actual sidesway
will cause the nonents at the various points to change by
an
ArR
/\A - A^A =r A^^e MsS
/, o/anount equal to - =.—





.JicB..- - ^CDL_ . Mnn
% / 1.89 ^ 1.77 - 3.77 - 3.13 1^ 3.13 / 1.56
0.432 M^p - 7.60 -11.92 /11.92 -11.92 /11.92 /^ 7.60
1.248 M^ -14.65 -10.58 /10.58 /10.58 -10.58 -14.65






-20.40 -18.40 /18.40 - 4.70 / 4.70 -5^80
H^ « 120.36 / 18.7^) ^ 1.95 kips >
20
Hr, « (5.49 ->4;47) - 0.05 kips 1
20
V^ r C40.00 / 60.00 -20.40 - 5.80) r 3.69 kips
20
















Infinite series basic equation-
CD arc Igth 0-10= L( 1 / 2/3 5^)^- 2/5( 2S-)^
jf etc...
(2) ard Igth 1-9 s L( 1 / i/3 etc. 'etc. etc. ^
Subtract (2) from (1) and divide result by two to get length
of segment 0-1
20' Span Rise/Span of 0.2

















































17.0300640 '4.921872 2.460936 0-1
I2.44552O8 4.58453^ 2.292267 1-2
8.1344744 4.311054 2.155527 2-3
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TABUL/iTION OF /iRC LENGTHS
i a









SEGi^NT 20 • SPiJI _^0» SPiJ?
0-1 2.02066 3.0.'^099























TRIBULATION OF ARC LENGTHS (CON'T)
Ripp/span-0.16
SEGMENT 20 » SPAN 30 » SPAN
0-1 2.304942 3 .457414
























1-2 3.005445 4.50816G i
2-3 2.565332 3.G4799G
3-4 2.224695 3 .337042
4-5 2.O3364G 3.050472










y e ax^ z 3.008
PT. S tt wl X' >x'2
I
——
y.ax^ y X s Sx»2 1 sy' Sy»^
1 2.0207 -9 Gl .648 1.30941 -0746 163.676 .7569 .2835
2 2.0127 -7 49 .392 i73097 -*1286 98.622: .2588 .0333
3 2.0065 -5 25 .200 .40130 /.O634 50.162! : .1272 .0081
4 2.0024 -3 9 .072 .14417 j^.l914 18.021^ .3G33 .0734-
















l^Wo = y * °-26^9
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ft, Kips V (left) H(thrutt)
1 /.06036 S -.01157 s .9719 .7689
2 /.063325s -.032465 S .8958 2.4095
3 /.035915s -.047835 s .7838 4,1406
4 -.0008 55s -.048695 S *6478 5.4023
5 -.032025s -.032025 s .5000 5.8594
Rise/Span-0.08
1 /. 060000 s -.011805 s .9717 .3912
2 /. 062680 S -.032550 s .8952 1.2119
3 /. 03 5370 S -.047715 s .7831 2.0741
4
-.001055 s ...048445 S .6474 2.7002
5 -.031885 s -.031885 s .5000 2.9263
Rise/Span-0.20
1 /. 058855 s -.011685 S .9705 .1605
2 /. 060300 s -.031840 s • 8921 .4916
3 /. 03342 5 s -.045975 s .7794 .8305
4 ,-.001300 s -.046260 S
f
.6449 ,1.0720
5 -.030335 s -.030335 s .5000 1.1581
Rise/Snan-O.^O
1 /. 057900 s -.011565 s .9695 .1099
2 /. 058525 s -.030775 s .8893 .3321
3 /. 032060 s -.043940 s .7760 .5533
4 -.001162 S -.043445 s .6426 .7073
5 -.028210 S -.028210 s .5000 .7617
Rise/SDan-0.40
1 /. 056945 s -.011655 s .9686 .0849
2 /. 056165 s -.030935 s .8871 .2534
3 /. 030500 s -•043205 s .7732 .4158
4
-.001630 s -.042330 s .6407 .5278






SAJrlPLE CALCULATIONS FOR DETfiRillNING:
(a) Absaiute Stiffness
(b) C»rry-»ver Factor
(c) Horizontal thrust iiue to rotation of the joint
(<) Effect of s»rea«i on tho end reactions.
Data: 20* Span 0.08' Rise Rise/Span 0.04
Arc Lengths as previously calculated
Neutral point iscated 0. 264-9
*..









Arch cut at the hinge and
redundant forces H. & V^
applied at joint.
Froai the theories of virtual work, the following relationships
hold t3*U9:





^I^. ^ ^Z J ^ L(^J5E-y)'^.oB^(o.8oo-o.l.G^^)-=^ 10,7^7^8
^^//
^Z cT^^/ = ^^4^. " ^ (e/3E-y)(i:)^ 20.0850 f.sjsi)/o-/07'^7^8













































242.0363 i>792 I .6273
j
1*2547
l§i_ ' 3i^'l^?.^ iiZ^lj_ »5300
j
1*0613
225 I 451.4625 !.600 ! .3600
I
.7223




9-iq 2.0207 19 1361 I 729.4727 i.152
I
.0231 ,0467
EI r 2,673*4868 EI s 6.8400
Substituting: in Equations (4), (5), & (6) we get,
EI 4, 2 200.8500 IL / 2,673.4868 Vj^ / 107.4748 H^ C7)
El^i/r 10.7475 n. / 107*4748 V/ / 6.8400 H, (8)
EIO s 20.8500 IL / 200.8500 V,. / 10.7475 H/ (9)
But since -^^ & ^v^ nre equal to zero, solving equations
(7) and (8) simultaneously gives us: V, 0*032474 M,
H^^ s -1.06101 M^
in which H, is the horizontal thrust due to rotation of
the joint and is equal to -21.22 MVS.

-55-
Setting up the r?ree body diagraL?. ahown belo-w
MB «-^ M^ 7^' V_^^ 3
Mb -r % ~ 0.649^18 ^i^
By definition ijrvo cany-over factor i^ equal
to the Lionent Induced at f'^e f /.xed and of o member
when 8. unit niiuent is r.pplisd at th3 hinged end*
Hence the
Ca?5-T''*'^'«"t^'3^ factor t; ^jg r -C #.35^52.
The ':;airy o¥er f?.ctor b.:jinp; negsr.tiv^i since the
induced noceht rt B causes tension on the saae Lide
of the neaber at the fixed i>nd c\£; ch.it appJ.ied uoLio:at
causes on tho hinged end«
SubBtitutirg the values or M^ and. H/^ just ottP.ined
in equation (9)r "ti^e follo\"i3ng rot;,i.tio.a at joint A
occurs
;
s-nd v;h5n O is equal to one ro.dian
II;, s 0.46309 EI (Absolute Stiffness)





v7hen spread occi/.r^i \/ith no rotction or verticc-1
deflection c-t the or.ds of the r.rch, equations (7) end
(9) becone equal to zei^o« Solving then sinultaneously
,
^A=
H, ::: "1,8688?. II, '
Substituting in eqiiation (3) and solving for H^
and M. in terns of EI A^
llj^ Z -0 •491328 El/S^
H^^ « /0.918206 EI A//
Solving several span lengths, v;ith the soxie rieeXspan
re^tio, it v^as deternined that U^ varied inversely as
the square of the span, and E^ varied inversely as the:




rise/span absolute stiffness carryover
0.04 9.2618 EI/S -0.3505
0.08 9.0522 EI/S —0.3497
0.20 7.8855 EI/S -0.3431
0.30 6.7742 EI/S -0.3384
0.40 5.8205 EI/S -0.3362
When joint A is free to rotate, and a moment of M'a









When a spread of ^/^ feet occurs, the following moments,
shears, and thrust occur:
rise/span thrust kips
0.04 21.220 EI/S M^
0.08 10.629 EI/S iq
0.20 4.288 EI/S M"
0.30 2.894 EI/S M^
0.40 2.203 EI/S Ivia
a






















NOTE: . recorded values of thrust must be multiplied
by EI Ah
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to solution of arched
bents.

